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Pack up the Van, fill in the tank. I'll call you from the
road
Restless and ready to wave goodbye to GSO
No Back up plan, but work won't miss me when I go
Gate City, you got me down for far too long (I know)

So We sing... Gettin by the only way we know
And we live for the dreams we started long ago
I wake up every morning with a smile on my face, 
Satisfied by my life and the decisions I made
So far, we're making our way
Playing hard, and living our life today

I understand we're out here on our own
All reservations left us long ago, so listen up... 
Like it or not, middle fingers up-
We're the guys that the scene forgot
Better believe you haven't hear the last of us

So We sing... Gettin by the only way we know
And we live for the dreams we started long ago
I wake up every morning with a smile on my face, 
Satisfied by my life and the decisions I made
So far, we're making our way
Playing hard, and living our life today

Well, I may not be the brightest, but I know who I am
And I hope the message here is one that you
understand
Rough start, but we'll be okay
Played it smart, now we're loving our live everyday

Stop wasting time
Your're facing the wrong direction now
Fall out of the line
You can be who you wanna be
(You can be whoever you want to be! )
You're facing the wrong direction... 

I wake up every morning with a smile on my face, 
Satisfied by my life and the decisions I made
So far, we're making our way
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Playing hard, and living our life today

Well, I may not be the brightest, but I know who I am
And I hope the message here is one that you
understand
Rough start, but we'll be okay
Played it smart, now we're loving our live everyday

I wake up every morning with a smile on my face, 
Satisfied by my life and the decisions I made
So far, we're making our way
Playing hard, and living our life today

Well, I may not be the brightest, but I know who I am
And I hope the message here is one that you
understand
Rough start, but we'll be okay
Played it smart, now we're loving our live everyday

Your're facing the wrong direction
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